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movie name : tenali ramakrishna ba.bl (2019) (2019)imdb ratings : 4.8/10directed: g. nageswara reddyreleased date: 15 november 2019 (usa)genres: action, comedy, dramalanguages: hindi org + tamilfilm stars: sundeep kishan, vennela kishore, hansika motwanimovie quality: 720p hdripfile size:
1.1gbstoryline, tenali ramakrishna is an aspiring lawyer who looks for a life changing case take up in his career. he falls in love with rukmini hansika motwani. she is daughter of chakravarthi murali sharma. chakravarthi is a well known criminal lawyer who takes up a murder case of varalakshmi, instead of

defending varalakshmi he joins hands with the opposition and conspires to convict her. tenali finds out about this conspiracy and rest of movie is all about how he gets varalakshmi out of the case. the movie thenali is the great tamil movie which has been hit by critics. and the reasons of that is the movie is
very thrilling and filled with drama. in the movie, the actor is superb. and the director has worked very hard for the movie, so that's why the movie is successful. the movie thenali has won the tamil nadu state film award for best film. it is a good tamil movie, which all the tamil people like to watch. the movie
has some special effects, and it is very unique. the movie thenali has got a good rating, and this is the only reason why the movie is popular among people. the movie is based on the tamil script. the movie is very interesting, and it has got good reviews. the performances of the actors are outstanding. the

movie has got the best music, and it is really a tamil movie, which you can watch. it is a tamil movie, which you can watch with your family.
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